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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to present the development of LISTEN (Loneliness Intervention using Story Theory to Enhance Nursing-sensitive outcomes), a new intervention for loneliness.
Methods: LISTEN was developed using the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for intervention development. Extensive literature review revealed that belonging, relating, placing in
community, challenges, and meanings of coping were concepts significant to loneliness. Past interventions were limited but it was determined from a recent meta-analysis that enhanced effectiveness might result from interventions that targeted the poorly adapted cognitive processes of
loneliness. These processes include social undesirability, stigma, and negative thoughts about self
in relation to others. LISTEN is designed to be delivered in a determined logical sequence of 5 sessions, each focusing on the concepts relevant to loneliness as derived from the literature. For each
session, intervention delivery is guided by the concepts from story theory (including intentional
dialogue, nurse as listener, examination of self in relation to others and community, synthesizing
concerns and patterns, and identifying messages) and the principles of cognitive restructuring
(self-assessment of maladaptive cognitions, emotions, and behaviors, identifying challenges of
changing, reconceptualization of self, new skill acquisition through group interaction, and identifying patterns of meaning in loneliness). Results: LISTEN is developed and the first randomized
trial is complete with a sample of 27 lonely, chronically ill, community dwelling, and older adults.
LISTEN was evaluated as feasible to deliver by the study team and acceptable for significantly diminishing loneliness by participants of the LISTEN groups who were compared to attention control groups (p < 0.5). Conclusions: LISTEN has the potential to enhance health by diminishing loneliness which could result in improving the long-term negative known sequelae of loneliness. Future longitudinal randomized trials are needed in varied populations to assess long term health
and healthcare system benefit of using LISTEN to treat loneliness.
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1. Introduction

Loneliness is a prevalent and significant health problem experienced by over 16% percent of mid-life and older
adults in the US [1]. Loneliness is linked to multiple chronic health conditions including: cardiovascular problems like hypertension [2] and stroke [3], metabolic problems such as obesity [4], metabolic syndrome [5], diabetes [6], and behavioral health problems like anxiety [7] and depression [8]. Recently, loneliness was identified to be an independent predictor of functional decline [9] and mortality [10] in older adults. It is thought that
loneliness contributes to negative health through the physiological mechanisms [11] associated with stress and it
is therefore conceptualized as biopsychosocial stressor. It has recently been suggested that loneliness be considered formally as a social determinant of health, even in young populations [12]. This is important because it
emphasizes the significance of loneliness as a major contributor to health problem akin to other social determinants like poverty or lack of education. Highlighting the significant contribution of loneliness to poor health
could elevate the study of as a health priority. The known contribution of loneliness to negative health outcomes
makes it imperative that effective interventions be identified.
Loneliness can be perceived throughout the lifespan and is the result of multiple psychological subjectivities
interacting on a cognitive level, leading to the perception or conclusion that a deficit exists and loneliness is being experienced. Factors such as life expectations and overall life circumstances can contribute to loneliness but,
from a healthcare perspective, it is important that the empirically identified psychosocial, environmental, and
behavioral risks of developing loneliness are understood. Older adult populations that experience rurality, poverty, lower educational attainment, and multiple chronic conditions may be at increased risk [1]. High loneliness scores have been reported in samples of at-risk youth [13] or youth in foster care [14] who have not historically had the benefit of a consistent support network. Loneliness can occur in times of life transition and has
been documented to be prevalent in college students [4], post-partum women [15], new retirees [16], and those
who have been newly widowed [17]. In all of these situations, there is usually an adjustment to a significantly
new situation, requiring the person to pursue enhanced understanding of self so that they can establish or re-establish their perception of belonging.
Prior intervention studies for loneliness have focused on enhancing individual development or social integration [18]-[22]. These interventions have included activities like participating in social groups that engage in art,
writing, or exercise [23] [24]. Others have attempted to diminish loneliness by encouraging volunteerism [25]
but these, too, have demonstrated limited effectiveness and sustainability. Masi, Chen, Hawkley, & Cacioppo
(2011) completed a meta-analysis of interventions for loneliness and suggested that interventions could be more
effective if they were designed to target the faulty cognitive processes associated with loneliness [26]. These
processes include feelings of social undesirability [27], stigma from loneliness or chronic conditions [28], and
negative thoughts about self in relation to others or community [29]. The purpose of this paper is to present
LISTEN (Loneliness Intervention using Story Theory to Enhance Nursing sensitive outcomes). LISTEN is a
complex intervention designed to be target the poorly adapted cognitive processes associated with loneliness, irrespective of age or population.

2. Method for Intervention Development
2.1. The MRC Framework for Complex Intervention Development
The overall process of intervention development was guided by the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for developing complex interventions [30]. The MRC framework was originally introduced in the year
2000 as a recommended method for developing complex interventions [31]. The development of the framework
stemmed out of the need to evaluate interventions that include multiple interrelated components. Guidance on
the MRC method was updated in 2013 [32]. A complex interventions is defined as an intervention that has: interacting components within both experimental and control groups, multiple difficult behaviors required by those
who deliver and receive the intervention, multiple groups targeted by the intervention, variance in outcomes,
and/or flexibility in tailoring the intervention [32]. The process of developing an intervention using the MRC
Framework requires: 1) identifying evidence and acquiring knowledge of a health phenomenon, 2) identifying
appropriate theoretical frameworks that could be used to implement an intervention or demonstrate how the intervention could affect change, 3) engage in thought about ways to assess potential effectiveness. 4) Pilot the intervention for feasibility, acceptability and effectiveness in a trial with an appropriate comparator and 5) implement an evaluation plan.
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The first phase of LISTEN development was achieved through extensive literature review on loneliness (Getting to know the health phenomenon) which occurred over a period of 7 years studying the topic. This in-depth
study of loneliness which included multiple descriptive trials of loneliness in varied populations revealed that
the most effective intervention would potentially be one that addressed dysfunctional thinking associated with
loneliness, a conclusion that is congruous with the findings in a meta-analysis of interventions [26]. The study
team also identified that it would be important to diminish the meaninglessness [33] or lack of meaningful role
[34] that was being described by persons with loneliness.
Preliminary studies conducted included national data set analyses [1] [35] which revealed a prevalence of
19% loneliness in US adults. This was followed by primary data collection in Appalachia to understand both national and regional concerns with loneliness. Through this work, it was determined that loneliness was related to
depression [36], poor quality of life [7], and chronic illness [37]. During preliminary studies, patients who were
experiencing loneliness reported that the experience was very stressful situations and that providers didn’t listen
to what was important to them which created additional psychological distress.
After thoroughly coming to know loneliness as a health phenomenon, the team engaged in the second sought
theories that could be used to appropriately to develop and implement an intervention for loneliness. It was determined that both using the principles of cognitive restructuring [38] [39] and concepts from story theory [40]
to facilitate cognitive restructuring and finding meaning. The principles of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)
work toward cognitive reframing and the concepts of story theory focus on the ability of human beings to use
story as a way of finding meaning [40]. Therefore, both the principles of CBT and the concepts of story theory
were foundational to the development of LISTEN.

2.2. Principles of Cognitive Restructuring
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is an effective therapeutic method for healing psychological misperceptions.
CBT has been reported to be effective for diminishing depression for adult samples [41]. Knowing that loneliness is a predictor for depression [42] makes it logical to infer that CBT may be helpful to lonely persons. The
core technique of CBT is cognitive restructuring which is also known as reframing. This technique is used in
various forms of CBT. The principles of cognitive restructuring include self-assessment of maladaptive cognitions, emotions, and behaviors, identifying challenges of changing, reconceptualization of self, new skill acquisition through group interaction, and identifying patterns of meaning in loneliness. The sessions of LISTEN are
sequential to take the participants on a journey from self-awareness to self-in-relation to reconceptualization,
and finally, to identifying potential meaning in their experience.

2.3. Story Theory
Story theory by Liehr and Smith (2008) is a middle range nursing theory that explains how a story can facilitate
healing. Story theory has been used to guide other interventions that have resulted in improved health outcomes
[43]. There are three concepts identified as interrelated in story theory and they are: 1) “intentional dialogue” 2)
“connecting with self-in-relation” and 3) “creating ease” (p. 209) [40]. These concepts were identified as foundational to the delivery of LISTEN in group sessions [40].

3. The LISTEN Intervention
The deep exploration of the conceptual, methodological, and empirical literature on loneliness was foundational
to the process of developing LISTEN. LISTEN is developed as a 5 session intervention that has been delivered
in a small group setting (3 - 5 people). The number and length of sessions was modelled after other forms of
CBT that have demonstrated effectiveness such as problem-solving therapy [44] [45] which can be delivered in
5 sessions. The content for the talking points for each session was derived from the literature on loneliness.
The first session focuses on perceived belonging as the construct that matters most about loneliness. The need
to belong is a basic human need that has been described since 1955 in Maslow’s classic book, Toward a Psychology of Being [46]. In the loneliness literature, unmet belonging can be seen as the antecedent of perceived
loneliness [47]. In addition, belongingness support has been linked to diminished loneliness [48] and belonging
has been identified as significant to avoiding loneliness [49]. During this first session, participants focus on
self-assessment, thinking about self over the life course, belonging, and loneliness. This session allows the par-
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ticipants to evaluate their thinking about belonging and how it may relate to their experience of loneliness. It also facilitates the identification of automatic thoughts they may occur when thinking about loneliness and how
these may be similar or different from others who are also experiencing loneliness.
The second session focuses on relationships. The participants are invited to explore both historical and current
relationships for “relating and not relating” focusing on self-in-relation, an integral concept to story theory [40].
Perception of relationships and individual role in relationships has been demonstrated to be significant to loneliness in varied populations [50]-[52]. Identifying more meaningful and less meaningful relationships guides
participants to enhanced awareness about past and current relationships. Overall, this session facilitates a reconnection with self and a thoughtful reflection of self in relation to others and community.
The third session explores patterns of getting out or staying in. There are known reciprocal relationships between loneliness and functional abilities. Loneliness has been linked to both cognitive functional impairment
[53]-[55] and physical functional impairment [56]-[58] in various age groups with various disabilities. The inability to physically get out in community independently can limit meaningful experiences and has been linked to
higher loneliness scores [9] [59]. During this session, group participants are able to gain exposure to how others
get out or stay in while experiencing loneliness. This allows the participants of LISTEN to begin to reconceptualize the significance of getting out to the experience of loneliness in the context of ideas from other persons
with loneliness.
Session four focuses on the ups and downs of loneliness including challenges experienced with loneliness.
This session is essential for participants so that they can identify the realities of coping with loneliness based on
their experience and the experience of others. Participants are encouraged to identify high points, low points and
turning points in their experience of loneliness. This helps them to identify critical moments when their thinking
about loneliness may have changed.
The fifth session is about life lessons on loneliness. The focus of this session is on meaning in the experience
of loneliness and what might work for diminishing loneliness. Participants are encouraged to identify and discuss patterns within the group regarding the experience of loneliness. This process creates some movement toward resolution, another key concept of story theory [40]. During this session, participants may begin to find
meaning in experiences of loneliness from multiple perspectives. During this session, participants recap the first
four weeks, differentiate being alone from loneliness, and write messages for others about loneliness. The session ends with a discussion about how each participant will employ knowledge gained from participation in
LISTEN to alter their experience of loneliness. Figure 1 provides a summary of the intervention with the links to
principles of cognitive restructuring and concepts from Story theory.

4. Discussion
The use of the MRC framework was essential to the successful development of LISTEN. Both story theory and
the principles of cognitive restructuring were necessary to develop an intervention with true potential to diminish loneliness. LISTEN is not designed for a specific age or population specific rather, designed to diminish
loneliness as a unique psychological construct. It is possible that LISTEN would need language adapted if used
in samples of young children or for those who have difficulty with verbal communication. The session content is
reflective of current knowledge of loneliness presented in the health and social science literature. The first randomized trial of LISTEN has been completed and the results have been presented at national nursing conference
[60]. Listen was evaluated as feasible and acceptable by the first trial participants who were 27 older adults with
moderate to high loneliness scores as measured by the UCLA Loneliness Scale [61]. This population was chosen
because they were discovered to have relatively high loneliness scores in a previous study on loneliness [36]
LISTEN group participants of the first trial reported diminished loneliness scores 12 weeks after completing the
group sessions (p < 0.05) when compared to participants of the attention control group. Participants also reported enhanced quality of life as reported on the visual analog scale for quality of life [62], and positive
changes in health behaviors such as joining exercise groups, new community groups, and faith groups 12 weeks
after intervention.

5. Future Implications for Nursing Research
Based on the process outlined in the MRC framework, the study team has outlined the next steps to further evaluate the effectiveness of LISTEN on loneliness in varied populations. Plans include fully disseminating the re-
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sults of the first trial and seeking funding for larger longitudinal trials of LISTEN in multiple populations. In addition, the study team has completed preliminary work on loneliness with stroke survivors [63], college students
[4], children [64], and adults with multiple chronic conditions [65] [66]; building a foundation of knowledge for
future studies of LISTEN. In order to understand the long-term benefit of diminishing loneliness and the potential impact this could have on the human health experience, future trials are needed.
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